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a b s t r a c t 

The plastic deformation behavior of single crystals of Fe 3 Ge with the L1 2 structure has been investigated 

at room temperature as a function of crystal orientation by micropillar compression tests. In addition 

to slip on (010), slip on (111) is observed to occur in Fe 3 Ge for the first time. The CRSS (critical re- 

solved shear stress) for (111)[ 10 1 ] slip, estimated by extrapolating the size-dependent strength variation 

to the ‘bulk’ size, is ~240 MPa, which is almost 6 times that (~40 MPa) for (010)[ 10 1 ] slip similarly es- 

timated. The dissociation scheme for the superlattice dislocation with b = [ 10 1 ] is confirmed to be of the 

APB (anti-phase boundary)-type both on (010) and on (111), in contrast to the previous prediction for the 

SISF (superlattice intrinsic stacking fault) scheme on (111) because of the expected APB instability. While 

superlattice dislocations do not have any preferential directions to align when gliding on (010) (indicative 

of low frictional stress at room temperature), the alignment of superlattice dislocations along their screw 

orientation is observed when gliding on (111). This is proved to be due to thermally-activated cross-slip to 

form Kear-Wilsdorf locks, indicative of the occurrence of yield stress anomaly that is observed in many 

other L1 2 compounds such as Ni 3 Al. Some important deformation characteristics expected to occur in 

Fe 3 Ge (such as the absence of SISF-couple dissociation and the occurrence of yield stress anomaly) will 

be discussed in the light of the experimental results obtained (APB energies on (111) and (010) and CRSS 

values for slip on (111) and (010)). 

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 

1. Introduction 

Many intermetallic compounds with the L1 2 structure such as 

Ni 3 Al have been known to exhibit the ‘yield stress anomaly’ (YSA), 

in which the yield stress increases with the increase in tempera- 

ture. Because of the technological importance of this phenomenon 

when these L1 2 compounds are used as the strengthening phase of 

γ (FCC: face-centered cubic)/ γ ’ (L1 2 ) two-phase Ni-based superal- 

loys for high-temperature applications [ 1 , 2 ], the phenomenon has 

been the subject of extensive scientific studies for decades [ 3 , 4 ] 

. There is a general agreement that the yield stress anomaly oc- 

curs as a result of thermally-activated cross-slip of the superlattice 

dislocation with b (Burgers vector) = [ 10 1 ] dissociated into the APB 

(anti-phase boundary)-scheme (shown below as (1)) from (111) oc- 

tahedral to (010) cube slip planes [ 3 , 4 ]. 

[
10 ̄1 

]
→ 1 / 2 

[
10 ̄1 

]
+ ( APB ) + 1 / 2 

[
10 ̄1 

]
(1) 
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In L1 2 compounds in which the APB fault is stable on (111), 

thermally-activated cross-slip of the superpartial dislocation with 

b = 1/2[ 10 1 ] is believed to occur with the driving force arising 

from the difference in the APB energies on (111) and (010) as well 

as the torque force acting between a screw superpartial pair [ 3 , 4 ], 

and generally to result in the formation of Kear-Wilsdorf locks 

where the APB fault between two-coupled superpartials is mostly 

on (010) instead of the (111) slip plane [3] . 

However, all L1 2 compounds do not necessarily behave similarly 

to exhibit YSA [ 5 , 6 ]. In particular, Pt 3 Al and Fe 3 Ge are frequently 

counted as typical exceptions for this. The reason for this has usu- 

ally been described to be instability of the APB fault on (111) [ 3 , 5- 

9 ]. In these L1 2 compounds, the APB fault on (111) is unstable or 

of very high energy, and the APB dissociation scheme of the su- 

perlattice dislocation with b = [ 10 1 ] according to (1) cannot occur. 

Instead, another dissociation scheme called the SISF (superlattice 

intrinsic stacking fault) scheme (shown below as (2)) is believed 

to occur on (111) for these L1 2 compounds [7-9] . 

[
10 ̄1 

]
→ 1 / 3 

[
11 ̄2 

]
+ ( SISF ) + 1 / 3 

[
2 ̄1 ̄1 

]
(2) 
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The occurrence of YSA is not expected with the dislocation 

dissociated according to the SISF scheme, accounting for the ob- 

served different deformation behavior for these exceptional L1 2 
compounds. More importantly, slip in these L1 2 compounds is 

known to occur more easily on (010) than on (111). This has been 

explained in terms of the very high Peierls stress for the motion 

of the super-Shockley partial dislocation with b = 1/3[ 11 ̄2 ], aris- 

ing from its non-planar core structure [4] . Indeed, the CRSS (crit- 

ical resolved shear stress) values are reported to be lower for slip 

on (001) than slip on (111) in Pt 3 Al [ 5 , 6 , 10 ]. Recently, however, 

the dissociation scheme for the superlattice dislocation in Pt 3 Al 

is proved to be of the APB-scheme but not of the SISF scheme 

[ 11 , 12 ]. This clearly indicates that the APB instability cannot ac- 

count for the absence of the APB-scheme dissociation of the su- 

perlattice dislocation and, hence the absence of YSA, at least, in 

Pt 3 Al. While detailed studies have been made for Pt 3 Al with the 

use of single crystals [ 11 , 12 ], similar studies are considered to be 

difficult to make for Fe 3 Ge because there is practically no possibil- 

ity to produce single crystals due to the limitation from the corre- 

sponding phase diagram. All previous studies on Fe 3 Ge, therefore, 

used polycrystals and found that slip occurs on (001) exhibiting a 

normal temperature dependence of yield stress [13-17] . Although 

the absence of slip on (111) in Fe 3 Ge has been discussed in terms 

of the APB instability, this is questionable when referring to the re- 

cent results in Pt 3 Al [ 11 , 12 ]. The absence of slip on (111) in Fe 3 Ge 

must be due to the fact that the CRSS value is lower for slip on 

(010) than for slip on (111), but this has yet to be experimentally 

proved with the use of single crystals. Although ‘bulk’ single crystal 

growth is impossible for Fe 3 Ge, we can employ Focused Ion Beam 

(FIB) machining to produce oriented single crystals of the micron- 

meter size (often called micropillar specimens) even from a ‘bulk’ 

polycrystal so as to evaluate their mechanical properties in com- 

pression with a nano-indenter equipped with a flat punch [ 18 , 19 ]. 

We have successfully deduced the operative slip systems and their 

CRSS values in a number of materials with micropillar compression 

tests [20-30] . 

In the present study, we investigate the room-temperature de- 

formation behavior of single crystals of Fe 3 Ge with the L1 2 struc- 

ture at room temperature as a function of crystal orientation with 

the use of small-scale specimens in the micropillar form cut out 

from polycrystals by FIB machining, in order to see if slip on {111} 

occurs in Fe 3 Ge. We then discuss factors controlling the occurrence 

of either slip on {111} or slip {010} as well as the expected me- 

chanical properties carried by slip on {111} in Fe 3 Ge. 

2. Experimental procedures 

Ingots with a nominal composition of Fe-25 at.% Ge were pre- 

pared by arc-melting high-purity Fe and Ge in a proper ratio un- 

der an Ar gas flow. The ingots were annealed at 1273 K for 1 

week for homogenization, then at 873 K for 2 months for the 

L1 2 -phase formation, followed by water quenching. Then, specimen 

surfaces were mechanically polished and finished with diamond 

paste to mirror finish, followed by electropolishing (HClO 4 :1- 

C 4 H 7 OH:CH 3 OH = 1:6:12, 18 V, 233 K) prior to focused ion beam 

(FIB) machining. Micropillar specimens with a square cross sec- 

tion having an edge length L ranging from 1 to 10 μm and an 

aspect ratio of about 1:2.5 were cut from the oriented speci- 

mens with our JEOL FIB-40 0 0 system (with 30 kV Ga + ions). 

Three compression-axis orientations, [ 1 , 1 , 15 ], [ 1 13 ] and [ 5 68 ] 

were selected, as shown in Fig. 1 . The Schmid factors for possi- 

ble (111)[ 10 1 ] and (010)[ 10 1 ] slip systems are listed in Tables 1 

for each loading axis orientation, together with the N value (the 

Schmid factor ratio for these two slip systems). The propensity 

for the occurrence of (111)[ 10 1 ] slip is expected to increase with 

the decrease in the N value. Micropillar specimens were deformed 

Fig. 1. Stereographic projection of compression-axis orientations investigated. 

in compression using an Agilent Technologies Nano Indenter G200 

nanomechanical tester equipped with a flat-punch diamond tip at 

room temperature under the displacement-rate-controlled mode 

at a nominal strain rate of 1 × 10 –4 /s. Microstructures of mi- 

cropillar specimens before and after compression tests were ex- 

amined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a JEOL JSM- 

7001FA electron microscope. Deformation microstructures devel- 

oped in the deformed micropillars were investigated by transmis- 

sion electron microscopy (TEM) with a JEOL JEM-20 0 0FX electron 

microscope operated at 200 kV. Specimens for TEM observations 

were prepared by FIB-SEM in-situ lift-out technique using a FEI 

Quanta 3D 200i Dual-Beam system equipped with an Omniprobe 

nanomanipulator. Thin foil specimens for TEM analysis were cut 

out parallel to the observed slip plane (either (111) or (010)) as 

much as possible. 

3. Results 

3.1. Microstructure prior to deformation 

The alloy after prolonged (for 2 months) annealing at 873 K ex- 

hibits essentially a L1 2 single-phase microstructure with a grain 

size of a few hundred μm, except for sporadically occurring 

second-phase particles of presumably η-Fe 2 Ge (when judged from 

the chemical composition (Fe-37 at.% Ge) by EDS analysis in the 

SEM). However, stacking faults that had formed on {111} planes 

during the D0 19 to L1 2 phase transformation could not be com- 

pletely eliminated as observed in previous studies [ 15 , 31 , 32 ], since 

the crystal structures of these two phases differ from each other 

only in the stacking sequence of the hexagonally-arranged Fe 3 Ge 

stoichiometric atomic layers; the ABC and AB stackings for the cu- 

bic L1 2 and hexagonal D0 19 phases, respectively, similarly as for 

FCC (face-centered cubic) and HCP (hexagonal close-packed) struc- 

tures. The distribution of these {111} stacking faults are very het- 

erogeneous ( Fig. 2 ). They are formed generally on multiple {111} 

planes, and while they are formed very densely in some areas and 

these areas are often separated from each other at a distance rang- 

ing from 0.3 to 1 μm. This means that some {111} stacking faults 

with varying densities are inevitably contained in micropillar spec- 

imens tested. 

3.2. Deformation behavior of [ 1 13 ]- and [ 5 68 ]-oriented crystals 

3.2.1. Stress-strain behavior 

Typical stress-strain curves obtained for [ 1 13 ]- and [ 5 68 ]- 

oriented crystals with various specimen sizes are shown in 

Figs. 3 (a) and (b), respectively. The tests in Figs. 3 (a) and (b) were 

all interrupted immediately after recognition of yielding for the 

ease of slip trace analysis. In contrast to what is observed in bulk 

polycrystals where failure occurs soon after yielding by cracking 

along the grain boundary [ 15 , 17 ], failure does not usually occur 

even deformation continues above a plastic strain level of 5% in 

micropillar compression deformation. For both orientations, the 
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Fig. 2. TEM microstructures of Fe 3 Ge prior to micropillar deformation. The electron 

beam incidents for (a) and (b) are respectively near [010] and [101]. 

Fig. 3. (a,b) Selected stress-strain curves and (c,d) typical micropillar single crystal 

specimens after deformation for (a,c) [ 1 13 ]- and (b,d) [ 5 68 ]-orientated crystals. 

Fig. 4. Weak-beam dark-field TEM image of a typical deformation microstructure 

carried by slip on (010) in a [ 5 68 ]-orientated crystal. The thin foil was cut parallel 

to the (010) slip plane. . 

yield stress defined as the stress at which the first strain burst oc- 

curs tends to decrease with the increase in specimen size (edge 

length L ), as observed in many other metallic materials [20-30] . 

Deformation markings observed for [ 1 13 ]- and [ 5 68 ]-oriented 

crystals with the specimen sizes ( L ) of 4.2 and 6.1 μm are shown 

in Figs. 3 (c) and (d), respectively. The deformation marking ob- 

served are those corresponding to slip on (010). Deformation mark- 

ings corresponding to slip on (010) are consistently observed for all 

[ 1 13 ]- and [ 5 68 ]-oriented crystals tested, regardless of specimen 

size. This is consistent with our expectation for the occurrence of 

(010)[ 10 1 ] slip from the higher N values for these two orientations 

3.2.2. Dislocation structures for slip on (010) 

Fig. 4 (a) shows a typical dislocation structures carried by slip on 

(010) in a [ 5 68 ]-oriented crystal. The thin foil for TEM observations 

was cut parallel to the (010) slip plane. Many striations running 

horizontally in the image (as marked SF) correspond to stacking 

faults on ( 1 1 1 ) that exist prior to micropillar deformation. Some 

dislocations with b (Burgers vector) = [ 10 1 ] are observed to bow 

out on (010) between closely spaced stacking faults. These dislo- 

cations are obviously dissociated into two partial dislocations with 

b = 1/2[ 10 1 ] separated by APB when judged from the fact that 

both of the partial pair are simultaneously out of contrast when 

imaged with g (reflection vector) = 202 as well as that the con- 

trast of the two partials are reversed upon the reflection vector 

reversal (not shown in Fig. 4 ). The dissociation widths measured 

are typically 7.7 ± 0.6 and 12.5 ± 0.6 nm for pure screw and edge 

segments, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). With the elastic con- 

3 
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Fig. 5. (a) Selected stress-strain curves and (b) typical micropillar single crystal 

specimen after deformation for [ 1 , 1 , 15 ]-orientated crystals. 

stants (shear modulus G = 74.0 GPa and Poisson ratio ν= 0.280) 

given by Balk et al. [13] , the APB energy on (010) is consistently 

calculated with isotropic elasticity theory to be 91 ±12 mJ/m 

2 , be- 

ing consistent with the previous reports [ 7 , 9 , 13 ]. 

These dislocations gliding on (010) seem not to align along 

any particular crystallographic directions (although the dislocations 

need inevitably interact with pre-existing ( 1 1 1 ) stacking faults 

along their screw orientation), indicating a rather low Peierls stress 

for their motion at room temperature. This is consistent with what 

was observed previously for slip on (010) in Fe 3 Ge with the L1 2 
structure by others [13-15] . 

3.3. Deformation behavior of [ 1 , 1 , 15 ]-oriented crystals 

3.3.1. Stress-strain behavior 

Typical stress-strain curves obtained for [ 1 , 1 , 15 ]-oriented crys- 

tals with various specimen sizes are shown in Fig. 5 (a). The tests 

in Fig. 5 (a) were all interrupted immediately after recognition of 

yielding for the ease of slip trace analysis. For this orientation, the 

yield stress defined as the stress at which first strain burst occurs 

tends to decrease with the increase in specimen size (edge length 

L ), as in the case of [ 1 13 ]- and [ 5 68 ]-oriented crystals. 

Deformation markings observed for [ 1 , 1 , 15 ]-oriented crystals 

with the specimen sizes ( L ) of 8.0 μm are shown in Fig. 5 (b). The 

deformation markings observed are those corresponding to slip 

on (111) that is the most highly stressed plane among four {111} 

planes. Deformation markings corresponding to slip on (111) are 

exclusively observed for all [ 1 , 1 , 15 ]-oriented crystals tested, re- 

gardless of specimen size. This is the first observation of the oper- 

ation of slip on {111} octahedral planes in Fe 3 Ge, in which slip on 

{010} has been reported to be only the operative slip system [ 13- 

Fig. 6. Weak-beam dark-field TEM image of a typical deformation microstructure 

carried by slip on (111) in a [ 1 , 1 , 15 ]-orientated crystal. The thin foil was cut par- 

allel to the (111) slip plane. 

15 , 17 ], being consistent with our expectation for the occurrence of 

(111)[ 10 1 ] slip from the lower N value for the [ 1 , 1 , 15 ] orientation. 

3.3.2. Dislocation structures for slip on (111) 

Fig. 6 shows a typical dislocation structure observed in a 

[ 1 , 1 , 15 ]-oriented crystal deformed at room temperature. The TEM 

thin foil was cut parallel to the (111) slip plane. Contrast analy- 

sis indicates that the Burgers vector of most dislocations imaged 

is [ 10 1 ]. Straight screw dislocations dissociated into two-coupled 

partials are observed to be connected with a kink with an edge 

component. Weak-beam contrast analysis made in the framed area 

of Fig. 6 indicates that each of these two-coupled partials has 

b = 1/2[ 10 1 ] separated by an APB, since the contrast of the two- 

coupled partials are reversed upon reversal of the reflection vec- 

tors ( Figs. 7 (a) and (b)) and they are simultaneously invisible when 

imaged with g = 1 ̄1 1 ( Fig. 7 (c)). This is a clear indication that 

slip on (111) in Fe 3 Ge is carried by superlattice dislocations dis- 

sociated into the APB scheme but not by those dissociated into 

the SISF scheme. The dissociation of the two-coupled-superpartials 

along the kink portion (called superkink) in Fig. 6 must be on 

the (111) slip plane. Then, the APB energy on (111) ( γ (111) 
APB 

) can 

be estimated to be 99 ±9 mJ/m 

2 from the measured dissociation 

width (9.2 ± 0.8 nm) along a segment about 40 ° away from the 

pure edge segment (indicated by arrows in Fig. 6 ). This is the 

first experimental evaluation of the APB energy on (111) in Fe 3 Ge. 

On the other hand, the dissociation plane for the screw segments 

can be either on (111) or on (010), depending on whether cube 

cross-slip to form a Kear-Wilsdorf lock had occurred or not. Tilt- 

ing experiments made about the Burgers vector direction ([ 10 1 ]) 

in Fig. 7 indicates that the dissociation of the APB-coupled screw 

super-partials occurs mostly on (010) since the projected dissocia- 

tion distance is the widest when imaged along the [010] direction 

( Fig. 7 (e)). This is a clear indication of the formation of the Kear- 

Wilsdorf lock during the motion of APB-coupled super-partial dis- 

locations at room temperature in Fe 3 Ge. The APB energy on (010) 

( γ (010) 
APB 

) is estimated from the dissociation width of 9.0 ± 0.4 nm 

along the screw segment to be 83 ±4 mJ/m 

2 , being consist with the 

value estimated from the dissociation of APB-coupled super-partial 

dislocations that carry slip on (010). 

Of importance to note here is that we only observed disloca- 

tions dissociated into the APB scheme to carry slip on (111) and 

those dissociated into the SISF scheme have never been observed. 
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Fig. 7. Weak-beam dark-field TEM contrast analysis of the framed area in Fig. 6 . The reflection vector g and electron beam incident direction B are indicated in each of the 

images. 
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Table 1 

Schmid factors for slip on (111) and (010) and N-factors for each loading-axis ori- 

entation. . 

Loading-axis orientation [ 1 , 1 , 15 ] [ ̄1 13 ] [ ̄5 68 ] 

Schmid factor (111) [ 10 1 ] 0.433 0.447 0.383 

(010) [ 10 1 ] 0.093 0.386 0.499 

N-factor: (010) [ 10 1 ] /(111) [ 10 1 ] 0.216 0.865 1.301 

Fig. 8. Specimen size dependence of CRSS for slip on (010) ([ 1 13 ]- and [ 5 68 ]- 

orientated crystals) and (111) ([ 1 , 1 , 15 ]-orientated crystals). 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Orientation and size dependence of CRSS for slip on (111) and 

(010) 

Since (010)[ 10 1 ] and (111)[ 10 1 ] slip systems are identified re- 

spectively for the [ 1 13 ] and [ 5 68 ] orientations and the [ 1 , 1 , 15 ] 

orientation, CRSS values can be calculated with yield stress values 

defined as the stress at which the first strain burst occurs and the 

corresponding Schmid factors ( Table 1 ). The CRSSs thus calculated 

for the (010)[ 10 1 ] and (111)[ 10 1 ] slip systems are plotted in Fig. 8 

as a function of the specimen size (edge length L ). The CRSS val- 

ues for both the two slip systems follow an inverse power-law re- 

lationship with the specimen size L , i.e. τCRSS ∝ L −n , where n is a 

power-law exponent. For the (010)[ 10 1 ] slip system, the CRSS val- 

ues and their size dependence for [ 1 13 ] and [ 5 68 ] orientations are 

very similar, indicating that there is no significant orientation de- 

pendence for the operation of the (010)[ 10 1 ] slip system. The n 

values estimated for the (010)[ 10 1 ] slip system is 0.703, which is 

comparable to those reported for FCC alloys (0.5~1.0) [ 18 , 19 , 21 , 33 ] 

and other L1 2 compounds such as Ni 3 Al [ 18 , 30 , 34 ] and Co 3 (Al,W) 

[20] . According to previous studies on micropillar deformation for 

L1 2 compounds such as Ni 3 Al [18] and Co 3 (Al,W) [20] , the CRSS 

values extrapolated from the power-law curves of micropillar spec- 

imens of these compounds coincide with those obtained by me- 

chanical tests of the corresponding bulk-sized single crystals when 

the size of micropillar specimens is in the range of 40~50 μm 

[ 18 , 20 ]. Based on this, we can deduce the bulk CRSS values for 

the (010)[ 10 1 ] slip system in Fe 3 Ge to be ~40 MPa (38~44 MPa). 

The estimated CRSS value for the (010)[ 10 1 ] slip system is consid- 

erably smaller than those expected from the bulk polycrystalline 

yield stress obtained by Balk et al. [13] , Suzuki et al. (540 MPa) 

[17] , Ngan et al. (720 MPa) [15] and Taniguchi et al. (800 MPa) [32] , 

even when the upper limit value (~4.7) of Taylor factor is used in 

the comparison. We suspect that this is due to the fact that the 

number of independent slip systems for the (010)[ 10 1 ] slip system 

is not sufficient for general deformation of polycrystalline materi- 

als. 

The specimen size dependence of CRSS observed for the 

(111)[ 10 1 ] slip system is less significant than that for the (010)[ 10 1 ] 

slip system ( Fig. 8 ). The n values estimated for the (111)[ 10 1 ] slip 

system is 0.302, which is in the range (0.2~0.5) often observed in 

BCC metals [ 19 , 28 , 35 ]. In a similar way, we can deduce the bulk 

CRSS values for the (111)[ 10 1 ] slip system in Fe 3 Ge to be ~240 MPa 

(235~250 MPa), which is by far higher than those reported for 

the same slip system in Ni 3 Al (25 MPa) [ 3 , 4 , 20 , 34 ] or Co 3 (Al,W) 

(38 MPa) [20] at room temperature. Of interest to note is that this 

particularly high CRSS value for the (111)[ 10 1 ] slip system in Fe 3 Ge 

is almost on the same magnitude as that (~320 MPa) at the peak 

temperature of the yield stress anomaly in Ni 3 Al [ 3 , 4 ]. The less sig- 

nificant size dependence of CRSS for the (111)[ 10 1 ] slip system is 

considered to be due simply to the much higher CRSS value (fric- 

tional stress), as frequently discussed in studies on micropillar de- 

formation [35-39] . 

In Fe 3 Ge, the CRSS value for the (111)[ 10 1 ] slip system is an or- 

der of magnitude higher than that for the (010)[ 10 1 ] slip system at 

room temperature. This is unusual for many other L1 2 compounds 

such as Ni 3 Al and Co 3 (Al,W), in which the CRSS value for the 

(111)[ 10 1 ] slip system is by far lower than that for the (010)[ 10 1 ] 

slip system at room temperature [ 3 , 4 , 40 ]. The only exceptional L1 2 
compound so far identified is Pt 3 Al [ 11 , 12 ] in which the (010)[ 10 1 ] 

slip system exhibits the lower CRSS value than the (111)[ 10 1 ] slip 

system at room temperature. However, the CRSS ratio for these 

two slip system for Pt 3 Al is only 2~2.5, which is by far smaller 

than that (~5.8) observed in Fe 3 Ge in the present study. This ac- 

counts for the facts the operation of the (111)[ 10 1 ] slip system, the 

most common slip system in many other L1 2 compounds, is lim- 

ited only in a narrow orientation range close to [001] in Fe 3 Ge and 

that Fe 3 Ge polycrystals are brittle due to the insufficient number 

of independent slip systems for general plasticity carried by the 

(010)[ 10 1 ] slip system alone. 

4.2. Factors controlling the occurrence of either (010) slip or (111) 

slip 

Although the APB instability on (111) has been claimed to the 

main cause for the absence of slip on (111) in Fe 3 Ge [7-9] , slip 

on (111) is proved to occur in a limited orientation range close 

to [001] by the motion of superlattice dislocations dissociated into 

the APB scheme but not into the SISF scheme. The APB energy on 

(111) experimentally deduced in the present study is 99 ±9 mJ/m 

2 , 

which is considerably smaller than those 330 mJ/m 

2 [9] and 320–

380 mJ/m 

2 [7] theoretically calculated. The reason for this signifi- 

cant difference is not known yet. 

In view of the fact that the CRSS for the (111)[ 10 1 ] slip system 

is much higher than that for the (010)[ 10 1 ] slip system and that 

both slips occur by the motion of superlattice dislocations disso- 

ciated into the APB scheme, the plastic deformation behaviors of 

Fe 3 Al and Pt 3 Al [ 11 , 12 ] are identical with each other and factors 

controlling the occurrence of either (010) slip or (111) slip can be 

considered in the same line. We have proposed based on the re- 

sults of core structure calculation by Vitek and Paidar [41] that 

because of the high energy of the CSF (complex stacking fault) in 

Pt 3 Al, the core of superpartials with b = 1/2 < 110 > bounding an 

APB on (111) is no-planar (spreading onto two different octahe- 

dral {111} planes along the screw orientation) ( Fig. 9 (a)) while it 

is planar when bounding an APB on (010) ( Fig. 9 (b)), so that the 

Peierls stress for the motion of APB-coupled dislocations (the CRSS 

value for slip on (111)) is much higher than that for slip on (001) 

[ 11 , 12 ]. This is exactly opposite to what is observed in many typi- 

cal L1 2 compounds such as Ni 3 Al ( Figs. 9 (d) and (e)). As discussed 

in the previous section, the CRSS ratio (5.8) for these two slip sys- 
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Fig. 9. Schematic illustrations of the core structure of the 1/2 [ ̄1 01 ] APB-coupled superpartial dislocation. (a) Non-planar core structure of the 1/2 [ ̄1 01 ] superpartial dislocation 

bounding the APB on the (111) plane (observed in Pt 3 Al with a high CSF energy). (b,c) Planar and non-planar core structures of the 1/2 [ ̄1 01 ] superpartial dislocation bounding 

the APB on the (010) and (111) planes, respectively (proposed in the present study of Fe 3 Ge with a high CSF energy). (d,e) Non-planar and planar core structures of the 

1/2 [ ̄1 01 ] superpartial dislocation bounding the APB on the (010) and (111) planes, respectively (when the CSF energy is relatively low). 

tems for Fe 3 Ge is much larger than that (2~2.5) for Pt 3 Al. If the 

CRSS ratio is reflected in how significantly the core spreading oc- 

curs, we may suspect that the core spreading for the superpartial 

with b = 1/2 < 110 > bounding an APB on (111) is much more sig- 

nificant in Fe 3 Ge than in Pt 3 Al ( Figs. 9 (b) and (c)) and that this 

may arise from a much higher CSF energy in Fe 3 Ge. This is consis- 

tent with the high CSF energy (315 mJ/m 

2 ) as well as the narrow 

core spreading for the CSF dissociation calculated by Mryasov et al. 

[9] according to the two-dimensional Peierls-Nabarro model. 

Then, one of the expected mechanical properties of Fe 3 Ge is 

the orientation independent CRSS for slip on (010) due to the pla- 

narity of the dislocation core ( Fig. 9 (b)). This is indeed observed 

in the present micropillar compression experiments for [ 1 13 ]- and 

[ 5 68 ]-oriented crystals ( Fig. 8 ). Indeed, superlattice dislocations 

with b = [ 10 1 ] do not have any preferred orientation to align on 

(010) ( Fig. 4 ). Another expected mechanical property of Fe 3 Ge is 

the high CRSS value for slip on (111) and the preferential alignment 

of superlattice dislocations with b = [ 10 1 ] along their screw orien- 

tation, due to the non-planar core structure of the superpartial dis- 

location with b = 1/2[ 10 1 ] on (111). This is indeed observed in the 

present study, although there is another reason for the alignment 

of superlattice dislocations along their screw orientation (i.e., the 

formation of Kear-Wilsdolf locks), as will be discussed in the next 

section. 

4.3. Expected temperature dependence of CRSS for slip on (010) and 

(111) 

Any strong temperature dependence of CRSS is not expected to 

occur for slip on (010), since the core of the superpartial disloca- 

tion with b = 1/2[ 10 1 ] on (010) is expected to be planar. This is in- 

consistent with the rather strong temperature dependence of yield 

stress previously observed for polycrystals where slip on {010} op- 

erates exclusively [ 13 , 15 , 17 ]. We believe that the strong tempera- 

ture dependence of yield stress for polycrystals of Fe 3 Ge originates 

from solid-solution hardening due to the off-stoichiometry of the 

compound. The incorporation of the secondary phase, η-Fe 2 Ge is 

inevitably observed when specimens are prepared nominally at the 

stoichiometric composition (Fe-25 at.%Ge). 

Slip on (111) is carried by the motion of superlattice disloca- 

tions dissociated into the APB scheme, in contrast to the expec- 

tation from the APB instability on {111}. These dislocations are 

Fig. 10. The λ-B map proposed by Paxton et al. [42] to show the necessary con- 

dition for the yield stress anomaly to occur. The data points plotted with open 

symbols for Ir 3 Nb, Pt 3 Al, Ni 3 Ge, Fe 3 Ge, Ni 3 Al and Co 3 Ti are taken from literature 

[ 12 , 42 , 43 ], while the plot with the closed symbols for Fe 3 Ge is from the present 

study. . 

observed to form Kear-Wilsdorf locks through thermally-activated 

cross slip. This is a clear indication that Fe 3 Ge exhibits yield stress 

anomaly when slip on (111) is activated, since the formation of 

Kear-Wilsdorf locks is a characteristic feature usually observed in 

many L1 2 compounds in the temperature region where YSA is ob- 

served. The Paxton plot [42] is often used to predict the occur- 

rence of YSA in L1 2 compounds, in which the APB energy asym- 

metry and elastic torque force acting on paired superpartials are 

plotted as the driving forces to promote cube cross-slip to form 

Kear-Wilsdorf locks. Once this is done with our experimental APB 

energies on (111) and (010) together with the elastic constants de- 

termined by Balk et al. [13] , Fe 3 Ge is successfully predicted to ex- 

hibit YSA ( Fig. 10 ), being consistent with the present study. This is 

based on the assumption that the relative ease of APB- and SISF- 

involved slip on {111} remains unchanged at high temperatures in 

Fe 3 Ge, although SISF-involved slip on {111} is claimed to occur eas- 

ily at high temperatures [15] . Although the deformation behaviors 

of Fe 3 Ge and Pt 3 Al are similar to each other in terms of the occur- 

rence of slip on (001) and (111) and their relative ease in occur- 

rence, the temperature dependence of CRSS for slip on (111) must 
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be quite different because of the difference in the driving forces 

for cube-cross-slip ( Fig. 10 ). Experimental proof of the occurrence 

of YSA in Fe 3 Ge is currently undertaken in our group with the use 

of a high-temperature stage for micropillar compression tests. 

As described in the previous section, the CSF energy is expected 

to be very high in Fe 3 Ge, being consistent with the results of theo- 

retical calculations by Mryasov et al. [9] . The CSF energy is consid- 

ered to be directly related to the frequency of thermally-activated 

cube cross-slip to form Kear-Wilsdorf locks. The higher CSF energy 

is believed to result in the lower onset temperature of YSA because 

of the ease in the constriction formation. While the onset temper- 

ature for YSA in L1 2 compounds with a medium CSF energy (such 

as Ni 3 Al) is usually believed to be around 77 K, it should be much 

lower in Fe 3 Ge. If this is the case, the CRSS value for slip on (111) 

is very high at room temperature because it is already consider- 

ably strengthened by YSA from a very low temperature. This may 

be one of the reasons why the CRSS value (~240 MPa) for slip on 

(111) is comparable to that (~320 MPa) at the peak temperature 

of the yield stress anomaly in Ni 3 Al [ 3 , 4 ]. The CRSS ratio for slip 

on (111) and (010), which is very high (5.8) at room temperature, 

may be reduced as the temperature is decreased, if the onset tem- 

perature for YSA is so low, expanding the orientation range for the 

operation for slip on (111), and hence improving the deformability 

of polycrystals. On the other hand, the improvement of deforma- 

bility is not expected at higher temperatures (at least, up to the 

peak temperature for YSA) because of the CRSS ratio is expected 

to be larger. 

5. Conclusions 

(1) Slip on (111) is observed for the first time to be operative 

at room temperature in a narrow orientation range close 

to [001]. The CRSS value for the (111)[ 10 1 ] slip system at 

room temperature is estimated by extrapolating the size de- 

pendent CRSS in micropillar compression to the bulk size 

(40~50 mm) to be ~240 MPa. 

(2) Slip on (111) is carried by the motion of superlattice dis- 

locations with b = [ 10 1 ] dissociated into the APB scheme, in 

contrast to the expectation from the instability of APB on 

(111) as previously proposed. These APB-coupled superpar- 

tials dislocations tend to align along their screw orienta- 

tion forming Kear-Wilsdorf locks, a characteristic dislocation 

structure in many L1 2 compounds in the YSA temperature 

range. 

(3) Slip on (010) is observed in other orientations with a much 

lower CRSS value (~40 MPa) estimated similarly. The CRSS 

value for slip on (010) seems not to depend much on crys- 

tal orientation. Slip on (010) is carried also by the motion 

of superlattice dislocations with b = [ 10 1 ] dissociated into the 

APB scheme. They are observed to lie on (010) without any 

preferred orientations, being consistent with the low Peierls 

stress. 

(4) The APB energies on (111) and (010) are estimated from the 

corresponding dislocation dissociation width to be 99 ±9 and 

91 ±12 mJ/m 

2 , respectively. The occurrence of yield stress 

anomaly for slip on (111) is predicted with these APB val- 

ues and calculated elastic constants. 
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